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PREFACE 
The present dissertation entitled "Branch and Bound Techniques for solving 
Integer Programming Problems" is submitted to the Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh, India, in partial fulfillment of the requirement for the award of the 
degree of Master of Philosophy in Statistics. It consists of five chapters with 
comprehensive list of references, arranged in alphabetical order at the end. 
Each chapter is constructed so that the introductory and background material 
are presented first. 
The development of various methods for the problem of Mathematical 
Programming in diverse field has been of primary concern of the Operations 
analysts for last many decades. Mathematical Programming is concerned with 
Optimization problem of obtaining the best possible result under the 
circumstances. The result is measured in terms of an objective which is 
minimized or maximized. The circumstances are defined by a set of equality 
and/or inequality constraints. 
Chapter 1 presents a short introductory discussion on mathematical 
programming and its some classifications. It also include the formulation 
approach in reliability theory and stratified sampling technique, and brief 
introduction to solution methods. 
Chapter 2 gives an idea about the Branch and Bound method for solving Integer 
programming problems. This procedure does not deal directly with the integer 
problem, rather it considers a continuous problem defined by relaxing the 
integer restrictions on the variables, if it satisfies the integer restrictions, then 
the problem is solved, otherv/ise Branch and Bound method is applied. 
Chapter 3 In this chapter, we have discussed the Stratified Sampling problem 
with linear and nonlinear Sampling costs. The problem solved by using the 
Branch and Bound approach of land and Doig (1960) for obtaining the integer 
solution. Two numerical illustrations are also presented. When the optimal 
(non-integer) solution requires more than 100 % sampling, it is shown that this 
situation can also be tackled by using Branch and Bound technique. 
Chapter 4 In this chapter we have discussed the applications of Branch and 
Bound method to Integer quadratic programming problem, knapsack problem, 
machine scheduling problem and traveling salesman problem. 
Chapter 5 In this chapter we have discussed the reliability allocation problem 
for repairable systems. Here an integer formulation for finding the optimum 
selection of components based on the integer values of their Mean Time to 
failure (MTTF) and Mean Time to repair (MTTR) is given. The objective is to 
minimize the total cost under system reliability constraints, in addition to 
other physical constraints. 
CHAPTER -1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 An Overview 
Since, the beginning of the history of mankind, man has been confronted 
with and intrigued by the problem of deciding a course of action that would be 
the best for him under circumstances. This process of making optional 
judgment according to various criteria is known as the science of decision 
making unfortunately, there was no scientific method for such an important 
class of problems until very recently. It is only in 1930's that a systematic 
approach to the decision problem started developing, mainly due to the "New 
deal" in the United States and similar attempts in other parts of the world to 
course the great economic depression prevailing through out the during this 
period. As a result during 1940's, as new science began to emerge out. 
About the some times during world war II, the military management in 
the United Kingdom called upon a group of scientists from different disciplines 
to use their scientific knowledge for providing assistance to several strategic 
and logical war problems. The encouraging results achieved by the British 
Scientist soon motivated the military management of the U.S.A. to start on 
similar activities. 
The methodology applied by these scientists to achieve their objectives was 
named as operations Research (O.R) because they were dealing with "Research 
on Military Operations" 
Operation Research is a branch of mathematical science which is 
concerned with the application of scientific methods and techniques to 
decision-making problems and with establishing the best or optimal solutions. 
The systematic approach to decision making generally involves three closely 
interrelated stages. The first stage towards optimization is to express the 
desired benefits, required efforts and collecting the other relevant data, as a 
function of certain variables that may be called "decision variables". The 
second stage continues the process with an analysis of the mathematical model 
and selection of an appropriate numerical technique for finding the optimal 
solution. The third stage consists of finding an optimal solution in most cases 
on a computer. 
1.2 Mathematical Programming Problem 
Mathematical programming problem arose in the field of economics 
where allocation problems had been a subject of long interest, to economists. 
Von Neuman in the late 1930s and 1940s developed a linear model of an 
expanding economy. Leontief in 1951 showed a practical solution method for 
linear type problems when demonstrated his input-output model of an 
economy. These economic solution procedures did not provide optimal 
solutions, but only a satisfying solution, given the models linear constraints. In 
1941, Hitchcock formulated and showed the transportation type problems, 
which was also accomplished by Koopmans in 1947. 
In 1942, Kantrovitch formulated but did not solve the transportation 
problems. In 1945, the economists G.J. Stiglar formulated and solved the 
"Minimum cost" problem. During World War II a group of researchers under the 
direction of Marshall K, Wood sought to solve allocation type problems for the 
United States Air Force. One of the members of this group George B. Dantzig 
formulated and devised a solution procedure in 1947 for linear programming 
(L.P) type problems. This solution problem is called the simplex method 
marked the beginning of the field of study called "Mathematical Programming" 
during the 1950s other researchers such as David Gale, H.W. Kuhn and A.W. 
Tucker in LP. Others such as Charnes and Cooper contributed numerous LP 
applications illustrating the use of M.P in managerial decision-making. 
A general "mathematical programming problem" can be stated as 
following: 
Max (or Min) Z = f(x) 
Subject to Si(x) (<or = or>)bi V /= f,...,m andx >0 
Where Z= Value of the objective function which measures the effectiveness of 
the decision choice. 
gi(x)= Set of the constraints 
x= Unknown variables that are subject to the control of the decision maker 
bi= Available productive resources in limited supply 
The objective function is a mathematical equation describing a functional 
relationship between various decision variables and the outcomes of the 
decisions. The outcome of managerial decision making is the index of 
peri'ormance, and is generally measured by profits, sales, cost or time. 
Thus, the value of the objective function in M.P is expressed in 
monetary, physical or some other terms depending on the nature of the 
problem situation and of the decision to be made. The objective function may 
be either a linear or non-linear function of variables. The objective of the 
decision maker is to select the values of the variables so as to optimize the 
value of the objective of the function Z frequently; the decision maker is 
confronted with making a sequence of interrelated decisions over time to 
optimize overall outcomes. This type of decision-making process is dynamic, 
rather than static. 
1.3 Linear Programming Problems 
Linear programming (LP) is a mathematical technique most closely 
associated with operations research and management science. LP is concerned 
with problems, in which a linear objective function in terms of decision 
variables is to be optimized (i.e., either minimized or maximized) while a set 
of linear equations and sign restrictions are imposed in equalities and sign 
restrictions are imposed on the decision variables as requirements (A linear 
equation/inequality does not have a multi-degree polynomial with in it). 
A linear programming problem is often referred to as on allocations 
problems because it deals with allocation of resources to alternative uses. 
A general LPP can be described as follows. 
n 
Max (or Min) Z = ^Cy Xj 
Subject to 
n 
Y,ayXji< or = or >)b^ V i = \,2,...,m 
Xj>o vy = i,2,...,«. 
Linear programs have turned out to be appropriate models for solving practical 
problems in many fields. G.B. Dantzig first conceived the LPP in 1947. Koopman 
and Dantzig coined the name, 'linear programming' in 1948, and Dantzig 
proposed an effective, 'simplex method' for solving LPP in 1949. Dantzig 
simplex method solves a linear program by examining the extreme points of 
convex feasible region. LP is often referred to as a uni-objective constrained 
optimization technique. Uni-objective refers to the fact that LPP seek to either 
maximize an objective that as profit or minimize the cost. The maximization of 
profit or minimization of cost is always constrained by the real world 
limitations of finite resources. LP allows decision makers an opportunity to 
combine the constraining limitations of the decision environment with the 
interaction of the variables they are seeking to optimize. 
Development of new techniques for solving LPP is still going on. Decades 
of work on Dantzig's simplex method had failed to yield a polynomial-time 
variant. The first polynomial-time LP algorithm called ellipsoid algorithm, 
developed by Khachiyan (1979), opened the possibility that non-combinational 
methods might beat combinational one for linear programming. Karmakar 
((1984) developed a new polynomial time algorithm, which often out perform 
simplex method by a factor of 50 on real world problems. Some recent 
polynomial-time algorithms developed by Rengeger (1988), Gonzaga (1989), 
Honterio and Adler (1989), Vaidya (1990), Reha and Tutun (2000) are faster 
that Karmkar's algorithm. 
1.4 Non-Linear Programming Problems 
Non-linear programming emerges as an increasingly important tool in 
economic studies and in operations research. Non-Linear programming 
problems arise in various disciplines such as engineering, business 
administration, physical science and in mathematics or in any other areas 
where decision must be taken in some complex situation. 
It is a MPP where the objective function, f(x), is non-linear, or one or 
more constraints, gi(x) have non-linear relationship or both are called a non-
linear programming problem. 
The mathematical model of an NLPP may be given as: 
Minimize (or maximize) f (x) 
S.T g,(x) < or = > bi i=1,...,n 
& x>o 
Where x is an n-component vector of decision variables Xi,X2 , Xm and at 
least one of the (m+1) functions of f (x), gi(x),g2(x) ,gm(x), is not linear. 
For developing the theory the following form of an NLPP may be considered as 
standard form. 
Maximize f (x) 
S.Tgi(x)<0, i=1, , m 
and x > 0 
Interest in Non-Linear programming problems developed simultaneously 
with the growing interest in linear programming. In the absence of general 
algorithms for NLPP, it lies near at hand to explore the possibilities of 
approximate solution by linearization. The non-linear functions of a 
mathematical programming problems were replaced by piecewise linear 
functions, these approximations may be expressed in such a way that the whole 
problem is turned into linear programming. Kuhn and Tucker (1951) published 
an important paper "Non-Linear programming" dealing with necessary and 
sufficient conditions for optimal solutions to programming problems, which laid 
the foundations for a great deal of later work in nonlinear programming. 
A Quadratic programming problem (QPP) is one of the NLPP whose 
objective function is a sum of a linear and quadratic form and the constraints 
are linear. The standard mathematical model of a QPP may be given as: 
Maximize Q(x) = e' 2: + x' Djc 
Subject to Ax <b 
andx ^0 
Where D is an (n x n) symmetric 
There are two methods to solve QPP Wolfe and Beale considered as DPP. 
1.5 Integer Programming Problem: 
A mathematical programming problem in which some or all of the 
decision variables are restricted to assume only integer values is termed as 
integer programming problem. If all variables are restricted to be integers the 
problems is called as all (or pure) IPP on the other hand, if only some of the 
variables have integer restriction the problem is called mixed IPP, 
The general mathematical model of an IPP may be given as: 
Maximize (or minimize) Z = f(x) 
Subject to 
gi(x) {> or = or<} bi, i= 1, ..,m 
Xj > 0 , j=1 , ..,n 
Xj an integer, j e I c N 
Where x = (xi, X2...Xn) is the n- component vector of decision variables and N = 
{1, 2, , n}.lf l=N that is all variables are restricted to be integers, v/e have an 
all (or pure) IPP. Other wise, I c N that is not all variables are restricted to be 
integers we have a mixed IPP. 
Most of the developments in the field of integer programming are restricted to 
the case of integer linear programming problem, that is, where the functions of 
f(x) and g,(x) are linear. 
The standard mathematical model of an integer linear programming 
problem may be given as: 
Maximize (or minimize) Z = ^CjXj 
i=\ 
Subject to ^cifjXj + Sj = 6,, / = l,..m 
Sj >,0 ; /• = \,....m 
Xj>0 ; y = !,...,« 
Xj integer ; j = !,...,« 
Where S,- are slack variables. 
Due to the Integrity condition the set of all feasible solutions to an integer 
linear programming problems is no longer convex as a result the simplex 
method cannot be used to solve an integer linear programming problem. 
Sometimes, a good, if not optimal solution may be obtained by solving 
the problem v/ithout integer restrictions and then rounding off the results to 
integer values. Unfortunately this method does not produce fruitful results for 
every problem, rounding off may produce an integer solution that is infeasible 
or non-optimum, thus rounding off has a limited value. 
A systematic procedure for obtaining an optimum integer solution to an 
all integer programming problems was first suggested by R.E. Gomory. His 
method starts without taking into consideration the integer requirement. 
This type of programming is of particular importance In business and 
industry where quite often, the fractional solutions are unrealistic because the 
units are not divisible. For example, it is absurd to speak of 2.3 men working on 
project or 8.7 machines in a workshop. The integer solution to a problem can 
however, be obtained by rounding off the optimum values of the variables to 
the nearest integer values. But it is generally inaccurate to obtain an integer 
solution by rounding off in this manner, for there is no guarantee that the 
deviation from the exact integer solution v^ill not be too large to retain the 
feasibility. 
Integer programming techniques are generally categorized into two 
broad types: (1) search methods and (2) cutting methods. The first type is 
motivated by the fact that the integer solution space can be regarded as 
consisting of a finite number of points. In its simplest form, search methods 
seek enumerating all such points. This would be equivalent to simple 
exhaustive enumeration. What makes search methods more promising than 
simple exhaustive enumeration, however, is that technique can be developed 
to enumerate only a portion of all candidate solutions while automatically 
discarding the remaining points as nonpromising. Clearly, the efficiency of the 
resulting search algorithm depends on the power of the techniques that are 
developed to discard the nonpromising solution points. 
Search methods primarily include implicit enumeration techniques and 
branch and bound techniques. The first type is mostly suited for the zero-one 
problem, and may actually be considered as a special case of the branch and 
bound methods. 
Cutting methods are developed primarily for the (mixed or pure) integer 
linear problem. These methods are motivated by the fact that the simplex 
solution to a linear program must occur at an extreme point. 
1.6 Integer programming formulations: 
The following examples will illustrate the range of integer 
programming, how the various situations can be translated to integer 
programming problems. 
1.6.1 Optimum allocation in stratified random sampling: 
The optimum allocation formula for sample sizes allotted to different 
strata in stratified random sampling is well known. The problem is usually 
posed as to 
The variance of the sample mean y,, is given by 
Minimize ^(y J = £ ^ ! ? ^ ^ ^ - £ ^ l ^ ^ (1.6.1a) 
h=l ^f, /,=! A'^ 
Subject to Y,Chn^<C (1.6.1b) 
The following notations will be used to define the sample allocation problem. 
The decision variable of interest is the sample size of each stratum. The suffix 
h stands for hth stratum, h = 1,2,...,L, where L denotes the total number of 
strata into which the population has been divided. 
N^ = Total number of units in the stratum. 
rif, = Number of units selected in the sample from the stratum. 
N W^=—^= Proportion of population units falling in the stratum. 
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y^ = Stratum mean. 
5"^  = Stratum variance. 
C = Sampling budget available (C >0). 
Q = Cost of surveying one unit in stratum h, (C>0,h = 1,2,...,L) 
- - V : ^ -
Lagrangian methods are then used to derive the optimum allocation formula. 
The above formulation does not explicitly use the non-negativity restrictions 
on«^. More serious is that the restrictions w^  < A^ ,^, h = 1,2,...L are not 
employed. This is important as the optimum allocation requires. Some times 
more than 100 percent sampling in a stratum. An accurate mathematical 
formulation of the optimum allocation problem is therefore given by the 
following mathematical programming formulation: 
Minimize £ l l l ^ (1.6.1c) 





The formulation (1.6.1f) is thus a non-linear integer programming problem. 
1.6.2 Reh'ability optimization problem 
Designing an Optimal System: 
System design is one of the important applications of optimal decision-
making problems. The fundamental goal of a system design is to build the 
system such that it performs its functions successfully. The inability of the 
system to perform its functions is called a system failure. Several factors 
related to system design as well as external events influence the system 
functionality. In most cases, the effects of these factors are random, which 
means that they cannot be determined precisely but can only be explained 
through probability distributions. Therefore, the failure event or the time to 
system failure is a random variable. 
The engineering discipline that deals with the successful and unsuccessful or 
failure operations of system is known as reliability engineering. Reliability is a 
critical system characteristic and is defined as the "probability that the system 
performs its intended or specified functions successfully over a specified period 
of time under the specified environment." One of the goals of reliability 
engineering is to carefully design and analyze a system design to build the 
highest reliability into the system within the limits of economical and physical 
constraints. Some important principles for enhancing system reliability follow. 
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• Keep the system as simple as possible while still meeting all 
performance requirements. This can be achieved by minimizing the 
number of components in series and their interactions, 
• Increase the reliability of the components in the system. This can be 
achieved by reducing the variations in the components' strength and 
applied load through better quality control and monitoring of 
operational environment, increasing the strength of the components by 
substituting better materials, and reducing the applied load. 
Alternatively, increasing component reliability can be achieved by using 
large safety factors or management programs for product improvement. 
• Use burn-in procedures for components that have high infant mortality 
to eliminate early failures in the field. 
• Use redundancy, or spares, for less reliable components. This can be 
achieved by adding spares in the parallel or standby redundancy. 
• Develop a fault tolerant design such that the system can continue its 
functions even in the presence of some failures. This can be achieved 
using sparing redundancy, fault masking, and failover capabilities. 
Additionally, if the system or its components are repairable, the availability of 
the system should be considered as a system performance index. 
Availability of the system is the probability that the system is operational at a 
specified time. In a long run, the system availability estimate reaches an 
asymptotic value called steady state availability. In most cases reliability 
engineers focus their attention on improving the steady state availability of 
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system, which can be accomplished by reducing the down time. Some 
important principles for enhancing the availability of a repairable system 
follow. 
• Use design methods that increase the availability of the system. 
• Decrease the down time by reducing delays in performing repairs. This 
can achieve by keeping additional spares on site, providing better 
training for repair personal, using better diagnosis procedures and 
increasing the number of repair personal. 
• Perform preventive maintenance such that components are replaced by 
new ones whenever they fail, or at some regular time intervals or age, 
whichever come first. 
• Perform condition based maintenance such that down time related to 
either preventive or corrective maintenance is minimal. 
• Use better arrangements of exchangeable components. 
Implementation of the above principles to improve system performance 
such as reliability or availability typically consumes some resources, which 
may be limited. Resources limitations may include available budget, space 
to keep components, and weight limitations. In such cases, the objective 
should be obtaining the maximum system performance within the utilization 
of the available resources. However, in some cases, achieving high 
performance may not lead to the maximum overall profit or minimum 
overall cost. In such cases, the system design should be optimized to 
achieve the most cost effective solution that strikes a balance between the 
15 
system, the cost of system failure, and the cost of efforts for reducing 
system failures. 
Building Cost-Effective System: 
In the majority of applications, the objective of system design is to 
minimize the overall cost associated with the system. The total cost is the sum 
of several cost factors, such as: 
• System failure costs, which includes damage and inconvenience costs 
• Downtime costs associated with loss of production 
• Component and spare costs 
• Maintenance costs, which includes repair, replacements, and 
inspection costs 
• Maintenance personnel costs, which includes call-up costs and hourly 
rates 
• Warranty costs 
• Storage costs 
• Transportation costs 
• Miscellaneous costs, which includes replacing accessories 
The actual formulas and costs factors vary with the applications. 
Defining System Design Objectives: 
Depending on the situation, the objective of optimal system design can 
be one of the following. 
• Maximize system performance. 
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There are a number of measures that indicate the performance of a 
system. For non repairable systems, reUability is an important 
performance measure. For repairable systems, availability or total 
uptime is important. When the system has several levels of 
performance, such as in a multi-state system, the average capacity 
or throughput is important. 
• Minimize the losses associated with unwanted system behaviors. 
The system can be designed in such a way that the losses associated 
with downtime can be minimized. Losses can therefore be minimized 
by reducing unreliability, unavailability, downtime, or the number of 
failures. 
• Maximize the overall profit or minimize the overall cost associated 
with the system. 
In general, the optimal design corresponding to the maximum system 
performance may not exactly coincide with the optimal design that 
maximizes system profit. Similarly, the optimal design corresponding to the 
minimum occurrences of unwanted behaviors may not exactly coincide with 
the optimal design that minimizes overall cost. In such cases, the 
performance requirements and all resource consumption restrictions. 
One of the major challenges to solving the optimal system design 
problem is computing the objective function. Unless a system is simple or 
well structured, obtaining a closed form mathematical expression for the 
objective function is extremely difficult. When there are dependencies such 
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as common spares, exchangeable components, time varying failure and 
repair rates, imperfect maintenance actions, and so on, obtaining a closed 
form expression is virtually impossible. In such cases, the objective function 
can be calculated using either numerical methods or simulation. Thus, the 
methods for finding the optimal solutions not depend on the form of the 
objective function. 
Decision Variables: 
Decision variables are the values that must be found such that the 
specified objective is minimized or maximized. Decision variables include: 
• Type of system configuration 
• Types of components or spares 
• Number of spares in a specific application or subsystem 
• Number of repair personnel 
• Preventive maintenance intervals 
• Inspection intervals 
• Replenishment intervals 
The type of component is applicable if there are several alternative 
components for the same application with varied costs, weights volumes, 
and failure rates or reliabilities. When the decision variables include the 
number of spares, the problem is called a spares optimization problem or 
redundancy allocation problem. 
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Identifying System Constraints: 
The optimal solution should be obtained within the resource restrictions. 
These restrictions are also called the constraints of the optimization 
problem. Constraints include: 
Desired reliability 
Desired availability 
Desired MTTF or MTBF 
Allowed downtime 
Allowed unavailability 
Allowed budget for spares and/or repair resources 
Allowed weight 
Available space or volume 
The most widely used method for integer linear programming is the so called 
Branch-and-bound method; the solution procedure creates a 'tree' of (non-
integer) linear programming models whose solution 'grow' to an optimal 
integer solution of the initial model. The branch-and-bound method is applied 
to a knapsack problem, a machine scheduling problem (traveling salesman 
problem). 
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CHAPTER - 2 
BRANCH AND BOUND TECHNIQUE FOR SOLVING 
INTEGER PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The solution space of a general integer programming problem 
can be assumed bounded with only a finite number of integer points 
in i t . Thus in order to solve an integer linear programming problem 
(ILPP) one can enumerate all such integer point and keep track of the 
feasible solution with best possible objective value. Unfortunately the 
number of integer points, although finite can be very large. So that i t 
may not be practically possible to enumerate all such points. 
In branch and Bound (B St B) Methods some rules are framed that 
allow us to discard some of the non-promising integer points without 
enumerating them. 
At first a continuous optimum solution is obtained. If this solution 
satisfies the integer restrictions also, then the problem is solved 
otherwise Branch and Bound Method may be applied. 
o The application of Branch and Bound Method involves 
three basic operations. Branching, Bounding and 
Fathoming. 
Branching: 
Branching is a partition of the continuous solution space into 
disjoint subspaces (sub problems) which are also continuous. The 
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purpose of branching is to eliminate parts of the continuous solution 
space that are not feasible for integer problem. This is achieved by 
adding mutually exclusive constraints that are necessary conditions 
for integer solutions, in such a v^ay that no feasible integer point is 
eliminated. 
Bounding: 
Assuming that the original problem is of maximization, the 
optimal objective value of each sub problem created by branching 
sets an upper bound on the objective value of the associated integer 
feasible solutions. The process of computing the bounds is called 
bounding. These bounds are essential for "ranking" the optimal 
solutions of the sub problems and hence to locate the optimal integer 
solution. 
Fathoming: 
In Branching and Bounding Method of the each created sub 
problem is solves as a continuous problem. A sub problem that has 
been discarded for further consideration of branching is called a 
fathomed sub problem. There may be three reasons for fathoming a 
sub problem. 
(i) The sub problem yields an integer solution. This provides a 
lower bound on the optimum integer solution. 
(ii) The continuous optimal solution of the sub problem is no better 
than the current best integer solution. 
(iii) The sub problem is infeasible. 
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Optlmality Criterion: 
The optimum integer solution is available when the sub problem 
having the largest upper bound among all sub problems yields an 
integer solution. 
2.1.1 The Branch and Bound Principle: 
Although Branch and Bound Method was applied to several 
practical problems since 1960 its theory was developed by Bertier and 
Roy in 1965 only Later Balas in 1968 restated the theory in a simpler 
form. In 1970 Balas work was extended by Mitten. 
Let S be only arbitrary set. Further let associated with each 
element 5, GS there is a specified real valued function. 
z:S-^R (2.1) 
Where R is the set of real numbers. 
The elements S,- of S ordered according to the value of z. The 
problem is to determine the element S*eS that gives the optimum 
value of z. If the objective is to maximize z then S* must be such that 
ziS*) = Mca{ziSi) \SieS} (2.2) 
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The solution of the above problem may be obtained if the 
following three basic conditions are satisfied. 
(i) There exist an arbitrary superset T of S with a real valued 
function 
W:T-^R (2.3) 
Such that if tjeS then W{tj) = z{tj), where tj is on element of the 
superset T. 
(ii) A branching rule B can be defined to generate a family of 
subsets (Ti"} from the subsets T* e T, that is, 
B(T') = {T,',Ti,....,T';} (2.4) 
Where it is assumed the | r * |>2 and provided that 
•7 
L U T,'-T'-{tJ 
Where ?, is defined such that 
Jk 
W' = W{tj^) = Max{W(Sj) I tj e T'} (2.5) 
[By\T''\ the cardinality of T* is meant (by cardinality, number of 
elements in T* is meant)]. 
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' .k In general f] T^ J^^, than is 7;*,/= 1,2,....,^ need not to be 
1=1 
mutually exclusive. However if 7^ * are mutually exclusive, also the 
branching is equivalent to partitioning which had its added benefits in 
making the procedure more efficient. 
(iii) T, W and B are selected such that an upper bound on the 
objective value of every tjef* can be determined for each 
T'' CZT. This upper bound is given by (3.5) as W"^ . 
These three conditions provide the basic ingredients for 
developing a branch and bound algorithm. 
The concept of lower bound: Definition 
Define a subset T* (generated by B) an active if i t has not yet 
been examined and let AcT be the family of all active T*. A lower 
bound Z on optimal Sj eS \s determined as the value of W associated 
with only tj eS. This may be obtained by inspection. The lower bound 
can thus be used to discard all active subset T* whose optimal 
objective (upper bond) ^ * does not exceed Z. In other words, if 
iV = max{PF* | T* active} (2.6) 
then a subset T* is stored only if 
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Z<W''<W (2.7) 
Thus any T* having W'' <Z need not to be stored. This will 
reduce the computer storage requirements. 
2.2 THE LAND AND DOIG ALGORITHM: 
The first known Branch and Bound algorithm was developed by 
Land and Doig in 1960. This algorithm follows the steps of the general 
Branch and Bound principle discussed earlier. 
Consider the following mixed integer linear programming 
problem (MILPP): 
Maximize ^ = X ^j^j 
jeN 
Subject to X dijXj < bj,i e M, 
JeN 
Xj>0,jeN, 
Xj integer, J'GIQN, 
where A^  = {l,2,...,n},M = {l,2,...,w} and I, is the set of indices of those 
X] that are restricted to be integers. Clearly, if l=N, then the problem 
will become on AILPP. 
Let, S denote the set of feasible solutions to the MILPP, that is, 
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S = lxeE" \ ^ OjjXj <bj,i e M,x>Oandxj'mtegQrfor j e I (2.8) 
Further, let T denote the set of feasible solutions to the continuous 
LPP, that is, 
T = \xeE''\Y, aijXj<bi,ieM,x>0\ (2.9) 
The algorithm starts with the continuous optimum solution to 
the LPP. This wil l provide an upper bound on all the elements of S. If 
this continuous optimum solution also belong to S, that is, XjSl are 
integers the MILPP is solved. To proceed further, let this continuous 
optimum solution is infeasible with respect to S. 
Select any variable Xi^,KeI, that non-integer in the continuous 
optimum solution. Let the value of x^ isx^. The least decrease in the 
value of W by forcing x^ to be integer wil l be associated with either 
[xl] or [jcj^ ] + l, where [xl] is the largest integer less thanx^. Thus by 
branching to the subsets of T associated with [x*^] and [x^J + l it is 
certain that the resulting upper bounds wil l remain proper with 
respect to the optimum elements in S. Consequently i t is sufficient to 
branch the two subsets of T that are defined by imposing the integer 
restrictions x^ =[xl] and x^ =[^ifc] + l on the continuous problem. 
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To keep track of the generated branches a tree as shown in the 
figure may be used 
Fig. 1 
A node (circle) represents a given LPP, while the branches 
represent the additional constraint leading to the LPPs associated 
with the newly created nodes. Let W^ and ff^ give the value of W 
for the two node corresponding to Xt=[x]^] and x^=[x^] + l 
respectively andJF^ >^M> then W^ wil l be examined first otherwise 
Wl^ wil l be examine first. If the optimum solution corresponding to 
W^ is in S, i t is required optimum. Otherwise, let Xr is non-integer 
then Xr is used for further branching (If more than one integer 
variable have non-integer values, then the variable with largest 
fractional value is selected first for branching, Ties are broken 
arbitrarily). After branching at Xr we have the tree as given below. 




X, » [A>*] 





The branching at W^ provides the upper bound for all the subsets 
emanating from this node, i t may not provide the upper bound on all 
branches (subsets) emanating from node Xk with x^ =[x^]- l .Thus a 
single branch jc^  =[x][]-1 must be added at W°. 
The general rule for adding the additional branch is as follows: 
Given that Xj = v is the branch leading to the node selected 
for examination, then the two branches Xj =y-l and Xj=v + l must 
emanate from the node at the top end of Xj = v in order to ensure 










A node is said to be active if i t is not fathomed and is a candidate for 
brandling, let A denote the set of active nodes at any time. 
* IJI/r rr/r The active set A is nov/ defined by the nodes W^,W^,Wl^ andW^ M 
Assume t h a t ^ ^ = Max{^ | Active setis^}; then node Wlf is examined. 
Suppose that the continuous optimum solution at W^, is not in (if i t is 
in S the process terminates). Let Xt, te l is not as integer, and then 
three branches wil l be added to the tree according to the above 
discussion as shov/n in the Figure below: 
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Xr -- [X*] + I 
Fig. 4 
The active set A is now defined by the nodes W^,W^,W^,Wa' andPF^. 
Again l e t ^ ^ =M3x{W^| Activesetis/i}, then W^^ is examined next. 
The above procedure is repeated at WJ^ and the process of 
branching and bounding is continued until either a feasible solution in 
S is obtained (which is the optimum) or every branch terminates with 
an infeasible solution which means the given integer programming 
problem has no solution. 
To complete the procedure it is to be noted that if upon 
branching, the solution associated with a node yields a feasible point 
in S then the corresponding value of W (say Wb) can be used as a 
lower bound Z-W^ on all future nodes. Thus in future branching any 
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node yielding a value of W less than or equal to Z can be discarded 
(fathomed). This wil l help in shortening the calculations. 
Drawbacks of Land and Doig Algorithm: 
1. It is possible that a large number of branches could originate from 
the same node. The problem here is that this number normally cannot 
be predicted in advance, which complicates the tree search and may 
also lead to the severe taxation of the computer memory. 
2. If the algorithm is taken literally, i t wil l be necessary to solve a 
linear program for each branch in order to determine the proper 
upper bounds. This appears to be a costly method especially since 
some of the resulting nodes may never be branched. 
3. The determination of a lower bound comes only as a byproduct of 
solving the linear program at the different nodes. This means that in 
spite of its importance in truncating computations, there is no 
systematic method that is designed to secure a tight lower bound an 
early stage of the procedure. 
Example: 
Consider the example solved by Land-Doig Algorithm that is 
Maximize z = 3xi+X2 
S.t 17X1+11X2 < 86.5 
Xi+2X2110.2 
Xi < 3.87 
x i , X2 l O and integer 
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The following table shows the various additional constraints and the 
solutions of the created sub problems along with the corresponding 
value of the objective function. 
















3.87 1.87 13.48 Non-integer 
X 2 = 2 3.8 13.4 
X 2 = 1 3.87 12.6 
\x,=2 













X2 =0 3.87 0 11.61 Non-integer 
1^2=3 
Xj = 3 









2.3. DAKIN'S BRANCHING RULE 
In the Land Doig Algorithm large number of branches could 
originate from the some node. This complicates the tree diagram and 
also puts addit ional burden on the computer memory. Dakin in 1965 
gave the fol lowing branching rules to overcome this drawback. 
Let x,^,kel whose non-integer value at a given node isx^. Then 
a necessary condition for x^ to be an integer is that 
This means that the range [j^I] < Jc^  < [ x t ] + l is not feasible with 
respect to the integer problems. 
Thus at each node only two branches are needed, namely one 
corresponding to x^ <[xl] and the other corresponding to x^ >[x^]- i - l 
As these addit ional constraints are inequalit ies the entire range of 
possible integer points is covered by the two branches and no further 
branching from the some node would be necessary. 
Example: 
Consider the example solved by Dakin's Algorithm that is 
Maximize z = 3xi+X2 
S.t 17x1+11x2186.5 
Xi+2x2110.2 
Xi < 3.87 
Xi, X2 i 0 and integer 
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The fol lowing table shows the various addit ional constraints and the 
solutions of the created sub problems along wi th the corresponding 
value of the object ive funct ion. 
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3.87 1.87 13.48 Non-integer 
X2 >. 2 3.8 13.4 
2 
3 
X2 1 1 3.87 12.6 
\X2 > 2 
U<3 3.23 12.23 
[xj >2 
[x, >4 No solution 
\x,<\ 





U > 4 No solution 
X, < 3 
Xj < 3 
L^ 2 ^ 2 
12 Integer (optimal) 
[x,<3 
k > 4 <12 
Discard 
(fathomed) 
FoUowing the above discussion, the original Land-doig algorithm is 
not suitable, in general, to solve the nonlinear integer problem, 
primarily because the validity of the branching rules is tied with the 
assumption of linearity. However, Dakin's modification of the Land-
doig algorithm makes the branching rule independent of the linearity 
condition. Specifically, given that Xj = x' is the optimum value ofx^. 
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which is fractional, than in order for Xj to assume an integer value it 
must satisfy one of the two conditions: x^>[x*] + l or Xj<[x]] .this 
clearly has nothing to do with linearity. 
It appears, however, that one can have reasonably good results with 
nonlinear algorithms if the constraints and objective function of the 
problem satisfy certain condition of convexity and concavity so that a 
local optimum becomes the global optimum. In these situations, 
Dakin's method can be applied directly in the exact manner 
prescribed for the linear problem. 
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CHAPTER - 3 
INTEGER SOLUTION TO THE ALLOCATION PROBLEM 
3.1 Introduction 
In stratified sampling, the population is partitioned into regions or 
strata, and a sample is selected by some design within each stratum. Because 
the selections in different strata are made independently, the variances of the 
estimators for individual strata can be added together to obtain variances of 
estimators for v/hole population. Since only within stratum variances enter into 
the variances of estimators, the principle of stratification is to partition the 
population in such a way that the units within a stratum are as similar as 
possible. Then, even though one stratum may differ markedly from another, a 
stratified sample with the desired number of units from each stratum in the 
population will tend to be representative of the population as a whole. 
For practical applications of any allocations, integer values of the 
sample sizes are required. This could be done by simple rounding off the non-
integer sample sizes to the nearest integral values. When the sample sizes are 
large enough or the measurement cost in various strata are not too high, the 
rounded off sample allocation may work well. However for small samples in 
some situations the rounding off allocations may become infeasible and non-
optimal. This means that rounded off values may violate some of the 
constraints of the problem or there may exist other sets of integer sample 
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allocations with a lesser value of the objective function. In such situations we 
have to use some integer programming technique to obtain an optimum 
solution. 
In this chapter, we consider the allocation problem in stratified sampling 
with linear and non-linear sampling costs. We use the branch and bound 
technique for obtaining the integer solution to the formulated non-linear 
integer programming problems. This process of partitioning is usually called 
branching and its purpose is to establish sub problems that are easier to solve 
than the original problem because of their smaller size or amenable structure. 
Two numerical illustrations are also presented. In example 2 it is seen that the 
optimal (non integer) solution requires more than100% sampling. This situation 
is also tackled by using branch and bound technique. 
3.2 Problem formulation 
The following notations will be used to define the sample allocation 
problem. The decision variable of interest is the sample size of each stratum. 
The suffix h stands for hth stratum, h = 1,2,...,L, where L denotes the total 
number of strata into which the population has been divided. 
A^ ;, = Total number of units in the stratum. 
«^  = Number of units selected in the sample from the stratum. 
N Wt,=-^= Proportion of population units falling in the stratum. 
y^, = Stratum mean. 
Sl = Stratum variance. 
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C = Sampling budget available (C>0). 
Q = Cost of surveying one unit in stratum h, (C>0, h = l,2,-,L) 
t^ = Traveling cost. 
ysi ~ 2—1 »r -' ' ' 
The variance of the sample mean y^, is given by 
h=\ «/ , h=\ ^h 
Ignoring the terms independent of n^. 
The problem of optimal sample allocation involves determining the 
sample sizes n^,n^,...,n^ that minimizes sampling budget C, or determining 
«,,n2,...,n^ that minimizes sampling cost subject to an upper bound on the 
variance. The simplest cost function is of the form ^c^«^. Within any stratum 
the cost is proportional to the size of sample, but the cost per unit C^ may 
vary from stratum to stratum. This cost function is appropriate v^ hen the major 
item of cost is that of taking the measurements on each unit. If travel costs 
between units in a given stratum are substantial, empirical and mathematical 
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L 
Studies Indicate that costs are better represented by the expression Y^^^yrh > 
A=l 
where t,, is the travel cost per sample unit. 
Below we consider the integer allocation problems for both the types of 
costs. Both the problems are non-linear integer programming problems and are 
solved by using branch and bound approach of Land and Doig (1960). 
For linear cost function and fixed budget the problem is formulated as 
Minimize Y^^^ (3.2.1) 
Subject to ^C^n^ < C (3.2.2) 
h=\ 
l<n,<N, (3.2.3) 
«;, integers (3.2.4) 
For non linear cost function and fixed budget the problem is 
Minimize Y'I'L^ (3.2.5) 
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L 
Subject to Yjt^-yjn^ < C 
h=\ 
(3.2.6) 
1 < «, < ;v. (3.2.7) 
n^ integers, (3.2.8) 
Where t^ is the travel cost per sample unit. 
3.3. Solution procedure 
Let us first derive the solution of problem (3.2.1) to (3.2.2), i.e. by 
ignoring the upper and lower bounds (3.2.3) and the integer requirements 
(3.2.4) 
Forming the Lagrangian 
Z Q « . - C 
A=l 










Now the Land and Doig approach of the branch and bound technique will 
require the solution of subproblems in which some of the «;,are fixed. Suppose 









In a similar manner we derive the solution of the problem (3.2.5) to (3.2.6) i.e. 
ignoring the bounds (3.2.7) and the integer requirements (3.2.8). 
The lagrangian for the problem of finding n^, /j = l,2,...,Z, that minimize 




Differentiating ^ with respect to «^and equating to zero, we get 
di^_wlsl + /1 ^ X 2 > < " * ' " 
Or W.^Sl =-xAxt^xnf^ 
^2ff.^5fV'V,V'^ 
=> "/,= (3.3.3) 
Equating to zero the differentiation of ^ with respect to X, gives 
'i-V^^'-'-" 
Or,X^>/^ = C (3.3.4) 
h=\ 





Combining (3.3.4) and (3.3.5), we get 
C = 
Or C' = 
2/3 




Substituting the value of | — in (3.3.3), we get 
A) 
- i2 (3.3.6) 
The formula for the subsequent nodes as in case of linear cost function can be 





Where I,, is the set of Indices which have been fixed at the k-th node. 
3.4 Numerical Illustrations: 
Problem-I 
The data in table below is related to the inhabitants of 64 large cities in 
the U.S., in thousands for the year 1930. The cities are grouped into three 























For the above data, the allocation problem 1 may be stated as follows: 
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. , . . . 33.7539 1.4330 1.3885 Minimize H + 
« , A72 «3 
Subject to 4«, +1.5«2 + «3 < 70 
1<A7, < 1 6 
1 < Wj < 20 
1 < «3 < 28 
rt,,/;2,«3 integers 
Using (6.3.1), we get the optimal values WpOj, and Wj as 
n, = 14.253, «2 - 4.809, n, = 5.783 
with the corresponding minimum variance as 2.906. 
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Z=2.910, C =70 
n,=14,112=5.18, n3 =6.23 
Z=2.91,C=69.9 
n,=14, n2=5, n3 =6.49 
Z=2.92, C =69.5 
n|=14, n 2 =5, 03=6 
Z=2.90, C =70 
n ,=14.25 n ^ =4.80 n 3 =5.78 
Z=2.94, C =70 
n 1=15, n 2 =3.70, n 3 =4.45 
Z=2.98,C=70 
n ,=13, n 2 =6.66, n 3 =8.01 
Z=2.97, C =69.2 
n,=14, n2=6, n3=4.24 
Z=2.89, C =70.5 
n,=14, n2=5, n3=7 
(Integer Solution) (Infeasible) 
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Problem-2 
Now let us consider the example with a slight change in the strata costs as 






















The optimal (non-integer) allocation worked out by using (6.3.1) is 
«, = 18.39, Mj = 5.78, «3 = 6.97, with Z* = 2.28. 
This allocation requires more than 100% sampling in the first stratum. Thus the 
upper bounds of (6.2.3) are violated. A feasible and optimal integer solution 
can be obtained by keeping into account these bounds while developing various 
nodes of the branch and bound method. 
The integer optimal solution using branch and bound technique is given by 
«, =16, «2 =8, «3 =12, w///? Z'=2.404.It may be noted that the solution 
obtained by rounding to the nearest integers (16, 6, 7) gives the value of the 
variance as 2.546 which is quite higher than the value 2.404. 
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Z=2.28, C =80 
n ,=18.38, n ^ =5.78, n 3 =6.97 
Zr=2.401,C=80 
n 1=16, n 2 =8.88, n 3 =10.68 
Z=2.404, C =80 
n|=16, Hj =8, n3=12 
Z=2.408, C =79.5 
n|=16, Hj =9, 03=10 
Z F = 2 . 4 0 1 , C = 8 0 
n,=16, n2=9, n3=10.50 
Z=2.401, C =80 
n 1=16, n 2 =9, n 3 =10.50 
Z=2.39, C =80.5 
n 1=16, n 2 =9, n 3 =11 
Z=2.423,C=78.5 
n|=16, n 2 =9, 03=9 
(Fathomed) (Infeasible) (Fathomed) 
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Problem-3 
Now we consider the case in which the enumeration cost is represented by 
I-
X^/.V"A ' where t^ includes the travel cost to various units in h-th stratum. 






















The optimal (non-integer) allocation worked out by using (6.3.6) is 
n, =7.707, Mj =8.337, «3 =9.82, with the corresponding minimum variance as 
0.935. The integer optimal solution using branch and bound technique as shown 
in figure 3 is given by «, =8, n^ =8, n, =9, with the variance as 0.941. The 
solution (8, 8, 10) 
obtained by rounding to the nearest integer is infeasible. 
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Z=0.935, C =20 
n 1=7.707, n ^ =8.337, n 3 =9.82 
Z=0.967, C =19.72 
n ,=7, n 2 =8.505, n 3 =10.98 
Z=0.946,C=19.9 
ii,=8, n2=7, n3=11.52 
Z=0.941, C =19.9 
n 1=8, n 2 =8, n 3 =9 
Z=0.938, C =19.9 
n ,=8, n 2 =7.925, n 3 =9 J43 
Z=0.938, C =19.9 
n,=8, n2=8,n3=9.18 
Z=0.925,C =20.12 
n,=8, n 2 =8, 03=10 
(Integer Solution) (Infeasible Solution) 
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CHAPTER - 4 
APPLICATIONS OF BRANCH AND BOUND METHODS 
4.1 Branch-and-Bound method used in integer quadratic programming 
problem 
Introduction 
A number of procedures for solving both quadratic programming 
problems and integer programming problem exist. Here we consider the 
combined problem. That is, we add to the ordinary constraints of a quadratic 
programming problem the requirement that the variables be integers. 
Attempts are made in this direction by Hans P. kunzi and Werner Oettli, S.C. 
Agrawal and Kanti Swarup and S.C. Agrawal. 
The problem in the form we shall consider it is 
Minimize Ci(x) = p'{x) + (l/2)x'cx, 
Subject to Ax < b, 
x>0 , 
X has integral components. 
In the above, p is given n -vector, b is given m -vector, x is an n -vector to be 
determined, c is an nxn positive definite matrix and A is an mxn matrix. 
Transposes are denoted by primes. It is assumed that the set of all points x 
satisfying the constraints is bounded. 
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Solution to Integer Quadratic programming by a branch and 
bound technique: 
We discuss a method for solving quadratic programs in integers with the 
help of branch and bound technique. This method starts on the same line as a 
method given by Land and Doig for solving a linear objective function with 
linear constraints. 
The Algorithm: - The algorithm first treats the above mentioned integer 
quadratic program as an ordinary quadratic program, with out integer 
restriction. The ordinary quadratic program is solved by Beat's method and thus 
we obtain x>0 with the minimum value of the objective function asS, say. If x 
are also all integers, then this is obviously the required optimum solution. If x 
are not all integers, we obtain one after another more restrictive lower 
houndsSj,S2,...,St in the same way as Land and has done for linear objective 
functions. Let the value of any component x^ of x be x° (non-integral) for the 
minimum value S of the objective function. Now, x^ is forced to take an 
integral value and hence decreased to at least [x^] or increased to at least 
[x° ] + 1, where [x° ] denotes the largest integer less than or equal to x" . 
We now solve the ordinary quadratic program with the constraints Xp= [x" ] , 
and then we solve it with the constraint Xp= [x°] + 1 by the same Beat's 
method. Let the two values of the objective function thus obtained be S' and 




quadratic program with the additional constraint Xp= [x^] 
dose not exist. It implies that the value of x^ which only satisfy x^ > [x° ] + 1, 
need be considered in future discussion. If neither 5' and 5' exists, x^can not 
be constrained to an integral value and the problem possesses no feasible 
solution. 
We now find <J, =min {,8' ,5'). For the objective function having ^, as one of its 
value, let the value of the variable x^be n(integral) and also let all the other 
components of x are still not integers. To find the second best solution, 
determine the minimum values of the ordinary quadratic program with Xp= n-1 
and then, with Xp= n+1 (one of these values has already been obtained as ^'or 
5' ). Also, as <5, is not the required solution, a new variable (say, x^) is chosen 
from those that are not integral at this stage. Hence, two more quadratic 
programs are solved, viz., the ordinary quadratic programs with Xp= n, x^ = 
[x^"], and then, with Xp= n, x^= [x^"] + 1 as additional constraints. Let 5^ be 
the most minimum value of the objective function amongst the values just 
obtained and those that are obtained with Xp= n and Xp= n + 1.The whole 
argument can now be repeated with 5^^% the current lower bound on the 
optimal value of the objective function. 
Continuing the above process, a tree is formed each of whose vertices 
represents a known set of integer constraints (for example, the vertex 
associated with^, value represents Xp= n). A branch terminates if it reaches a 
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vertex having non-feasible solution. Ultimately, either all branches are 
terminated in vertices having no solutions, or else a vertex having the most 
minimum value<J ,^ say is reached for v/hich all x are non-negative integers. 
This must be the required optimum solution. 
It should be noted that if dose not create any difficulty whether the solution of 
the ordinary quadratic program obtained above by Beale's method is on the 
boundary or inside the convex polyhedron, as whenever the solution is inside 
the original convex region, it happens to be the solution on the boundary of the 
convex set formed by the original constraints arrived in the process of 
obtaining the optimum solution of the ordinary quadratic program. 
4.2 The knapsack problem: 
Knapsack problem can usually effectively be solved by means of the 
branch and bound method. The name of this problem derives from the 
following interpretation. A number of objects have to be packed into a 
knapsack with the most valuable combination of a subset of the objects, 
subject to a constraint on the total volume of the combination. The decision 
has to be made, which objects will be packed in the knapsack and which ones 
not. 
We consider a linear programming problem as 
Max(c, x,+ + c „ x j 
S.t. a,x, + + a „ x „ < b 
0 ^ X; < 1 fori = 1,..., n 
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The fact that this type of knapsack problems is suitable for solving by the 
branch and bound method is because two aspects of the model greatly simplify 
the solution procedure. First, since each variable must be equal to either 0 or 
1, branching on x. v^ill yield only an "x, = 0" and an "x^= 1 " branch. Secondly, 
the LP relaxations of the sub models can be solved by inspection. To see this, 
observe that c , /a , may be interpreted as the benefit object i earns for each 
unit of the knapsack used. Thus, the best objects have the largest values of 
C; /a , and the v/orst the smallest. So in order to solve a sub model, the ratios 
C;/a^ need to be computed and ordered from large to small; the largest has 
the best ranking and the smallest the worst. The method continues by first 
packing the best ranked objects in the knapsack; then the second best, and so 
on until the best remaining objects will overfill the knapsack. The knapsack is 
finally filled with as much as possible of this last object. In order to make this 
more precise we have to show that the LP relaxation: 
Max(c, x,+ + c „ x j 
S.t. a,x, + + a „ x „ < b 
0 < X, < 1 fo r i = 1,..., n 
has as optimal solution: 
x,* = ...= x / = 1 ,x , „ * =1 /a , „ (b-a,-...-aJ, 
X * = = x * = 0 
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With a,+...+a,< b and a,+...+a,^, > b, under the assumption that c,/a,> ...> 
c„ /a„ ; 
i.e. the first r objects may leave some space in the knapsack but the (r + 1) th 
object overfills it. Clearly, 0< 1/a,^, (b-a,-...-aJ < 1. One an easily check that 
X* is feasible. 
For this we need a dual feasible solution [ y,* ... y„+i* ]^ for which c, x,+ ...+ 
c„x„ = by,*... y„^,*. The model reads: 
Min(by,*...y„,,*) 
s.t. a,y H-y^ > c 2 - ^ 1 
y,*, ... ,y„„*>0. 
One can easily check that 
y,* = c , „ / a , „ , y , =c ,_ , -a , . , [c , „ /a , „ ] for k = 2,...,r+1,and y,= 0 for k = 
r+2,...,n+1, is dual feasible, and that the objective values for x* =[ x,*+ ...+ 
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and y* = [ y,* ... y„^., * Y are the same. Hence, x* is an optimal solution of the 
above formulated LP relaxation. 
Numerical example: 
We consider the case of five objects to optimize the benefits under the 
total volume of the knapsack. 
Max (5x,+3x 2 +6x 3 +6x 4 +2x 5) 
s.t. 5X1+2X2+7X3+6x^+2X5 < 15 
x,,X2,X3,x,,X5e{0,1} 
We solve the LP relaxation of the above problem. We start by computing the 





















The LP relaxation is now solved as follows. There are three objects with the 
highest 
ranking 1, so that x, = 1. Then (b - a,x, = 15 - 5 =) 10 liters remain. Next we 
include the second-best object (either object 4 or object 5) in the knapsack; 
choose x^= I.Now (b - ajX,- a^X4=) 4 liters remain. Then choose object 5 
(X5=1), so 2 liters remain. The best remaining object is object 3. We fill the 
knapsack with as much as possible of object 3. Since only 2 liters of the 
knapsack remain, we take X3= 2/7 which means that we put only 2/7th of 
object 3 in the knapsack. Now the knapsack is full. Thus a feasible solution of 
the LP relaxation is: 
x,= 1, X2= 0, X3=2/7 X4=1, X5 =1, and z = 14.72. 
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Z=101/7 
x = X 4 = X 5 = l , X3 = 2 / 7 
Z=29/2 
X , = X4 = X 5 = l , X 2 = 2/7 
Z=13 
X , = X4 = X 5 = 1 
Z=14 
X , = X 4 = X 2 = 1 
Z=14 
X 3 = X 4 = 1 , X,= 2/5 
Z=14 
X 3 = X 4 = X 5 = 1 
Z=14 
X,= X 3 = l , X 4 = l / 7 
Z=55/4 
X,= X3= X5=l, X2=l/4 
Infeasible 
Branch-and- bound Tree for Knapsack Problem. 
To show that this solution is actually optimal, we have to calculate y as defined 
above. Clearly, y, = C3/a3, y j = c, - a,(c3/a3) = 0.70, y ; = C4- a4( C3/a3) = 
0.84, ye =C5 - a5(C3/a3) = 0.28 (c, /a, =C4/ a4 =QJ d^,> c,/ a,> c^/a^), 
a n d y j = y 4 = 0 . 
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Note that z = by\ + y2 + y^ + y4 + ys + y(, = 14.72, so that in fact [1, 0, 
2/7, 11]^ is optimal. The process is repeated until an optimal solution is 
reached in the Branch and bound Tree. This tree is presented in figure (the 
zero variables are not mentioned). Note that we stop already at level 3. 
The Branch and bound Algorithm has detected two optimal solutions. 
xj* = \,X2* = 1,X3* = 0,X4* = 1,X5* = 0,and z* = 14, 
and JC] * = 0, X2 * = 0, JC3 * = 1, X4 * = 1, X5 * = 1, and z* = 14, 
The general form of a knapsack problem can be written as: 
max (cjXj+.... +Cj^ Xj^  ) 
s.t. ajxj +.... + aj^ Xj^  <b 
xj,...Xjj > 0, and integer 
With n number of objects c, (>0) the benefit obtained if i is chosen, b (>0) the 
amount of an available resource (i.e. the volume of the knapsack), and a, (> 0) 
the amount available resource used by object i (i.e. the volume object i); i = 
1,...,n. 
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4.3 Branch and Bound Method Used in Machine scheduling and 
traveling salesman problem: 
The problem in this section uses a branch and bound method where sub 
models are partitioned into two or more new sub models. The problem can be 
formulated as follows. A machine has to execute n (>2) jobs. The processing 
time of job i is p, (minutes). After each job the machine has to be set up in 
order to process the next job. Let the setup time from job i to j be 
c^j (minutes). 
After executing all jobs, the machine has to be reset into its initial position. 
The set up time from initial situation to job i is Cg, (minutes), and from job j to 
the initial situation Cj„ (minutes). The problem is to schedule the jobs in such a 
way that the total processing time of all jobs is minimal. Since all jobs have to 
be processed on one machine, the processing time only depends on the set up 
times. So the sum of the used setup time has to be minimized. 
Define the initial situation as job 0. We introduce the following binary 
variables. For each i, j = 0,...,n, define : 
Jl if job y is processed immediately after job/ 
'•' 10 otherwise. 
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The objective of the problem can now be formulated as: 
/=0 j=o 
The constraints can also be expressed in terms of the ,^^ '^  .since each job has 
to be processed one time, we have: 
Y^S^j=\ for j =0,...,n. 
1=0 
The question is whether the model 
1=0 J=o 
sJ.Y,S,j=\ for i=0,...,n. 
1=0 
Y,^:j=\ for j =0,...,n . 
S^je {0,1 } fori,j = 0,...n. 
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Gives a complete description of the problem of determining an optimal 
schedule. If there occurs sub cycles so that solution does not corresponds to a 
feasible schedule. 
A feasible schedule should consist of only one cycle. Therefore, the model 
needs constraints that exclude sub cycle from optimal solution. Such a set of 
constraints is: 
^ J^ <|5|-1 for each proper nonempty subset s of {0,....,n}; 
\s\ denotes the number of elements of the set s, and proper subset means not 
the whole set, i.e. s^{o,...,n }. These constraints are called the sub cycle 
elimination constraints. The sub cycle elimination constraints actually exclude 
sub cycles. An ILP model for the machine scheduling problem can now be 




sJ. X^! /=^ for i =0,...,n. 
1=0 
X<^//=1 for j =0,...,n . 
1=0 
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^^, j<|5|- l for each proper nonempty s c:{0,....,n}; 
(,ye.5 
J ,e{0, l} fori,j = 0,...n. 
This is also a model for the traveling salesman problem, which can be 
formulated as follows. Given a number of cities together with the mutual 
distances, determine a shortest route along the cities, such that each city is 
visited precisely once, and end points of route coincide. 
For better understanding we consider the following situation. The respective 
setup and reset times are listed in Table. Note that the number of sub cycle 
elimination constraints is 2"*^ -2, because the number of jobs is n + 1 
(Po included), and the number of subsets in {0,1,...« } is 2"*^ minus the empty 
set and the set{o,l,...« } itself. 
We will solve this problem by means of the branch and bound method. The fact 
that we solve this way does not mean that branch and bound method is the 
most appropriate method; actually, the number of iterations might be 
enormously large. Optimal solutions can usually not be found within reasonable 
time limits. This fact has had the consequences that algorithms, called 
heuristics, are developed that do not guarantee to generate optimal solutions, 
but good feasible solutions within reasonable time limits. Branch and bound 
methods can be used as heuristics, when one stops the calculation process 
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after a certain running time, and use the current best solution as the solution 
of the problem. 
The general idea of the branch and bound method, applied to the above model, 
can be described as follows. First, solve a relaxation of the model. For 
instance, delete the sub cycle elimination constraints. If the optimal solution 
to this relaxation is a feasible schedule, then stop. It must be an optimal 
schedule, if the solution to the relaxation is not a feasible schedule, then we 
have obtained a lower bound solution. This means that no feasible schedule, 
including the optimal ones, can have a value smaller than this lower bound. 
Moreover, at least one of the arcs, which cause the infeasibility, cannot be 
included in optimal schedules. When solving a model, in which one of these 
arcs is forced out of the schedule (by giving the weight on this arc a very large 
value), then the value of an optimal solution to the relaxation with this 
restriction cannot be any better than the previous optimal solution. Hence, the 
value of the lower bound can not be decrease. If the value of the new lower 
bound is at least as large as the value of any known feasible schedule, then we 
need not consider restricting any more arcs, since this can only increase the 
value of the optimal solution. This process of restricting arcs is repeated until a 






































































The original model without the sub tour elimination constraints Is solved, 
resulting In a lower bound z for the optimal objective value. The calculations 
are carried out with a computer package. The lower bound Is z = 14; there 
occur two sub tours, namely Po-^Pe^Pi-^PA-^PI^PO'PI-^Ps^P^- 'n 
figure these cycles are denoted as 0-6-2-4-1-0, 3-5-3; see node (1). The sub 
tour 3-5-3 corresponds to^35 =\ and S^^ = 1 - An optimal solution of the 
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initial model will not contain this sub tour. In order to exclude this sub tour, 
we take separately S^^ =0 and S^^ =0 in the next two sub models. 
Iteration 2:-

















Branch-and-bound Tree for the Machine Scheduling problem. 
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The optimal solution of model (2) Is z = 16 and there are again two sub cycles, 
namely 0-1-0 and 2-4-3-5-6-2. Model (3) has as solution z = 17 with the sub 
cycles 0-2-4-1-0 and 3-6-5-3. Since model (2) has a better optimal value than 
model (3) we select (2) for further branching. The branches In the tree 
correspond to S^^ and ^ ,0,respectively. 
Iteration 3:-
Model (4) has the solution z = 17 with the sub cycles 0-2-4-1-0 and 3-5-6-3. 
Model (5) has as optimal solution two sub cycles 0-1-6-2-0 and 3-5-4-3 and z = 
18. Note that at this moment in the calculation procedure the sub models (3), 
(4) and (5) are not fathomed yet. We select (4) for further branching. The cycle 
3-5-6-3 Is used for excluding the solution of (4). So there occur three branches. 
Iteration 4:-
Model (6) has a larger optimal objective value than model (7) and (8), while 
model (7) and (8) give a feasible solution. Hence, (6) is fathomed. Similarly, (5) 
Is fathomed. 
Model (3) may give rise to a feasible solution with objective value z = 17. 
The conclusion is that (7) is optimal; It corresponds to the optimal schedule: 
Po-^Ps^Pi^PA^Pi^Ps-^Pi^Po' with total reset and setup time 17 time 
units. Note that (8) gives an alternative optimal solution. It Is left to the reader 
to try whether (3) also gives rise to alternative optimal solutions. 
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4.4 Computational Aspects of the Branch and bound Method: 
In general, however, the number of sub problems to be solved may be 
exorbitantly large. In this section it is shown that the number of sub problems 
to be solved is in general an exponential function of the number of (decision) 
variables. 
Let n be an odd integer >3. consider the following knapsack model: 
max(x,+...+ jr„) 
5i. 2x^ +... + 2x„ < n 
x^ e (0,1) for i = 1,2,...,n . 
An optimal solution of this model is easily found; namely, take [n/2] = (n-1)/2 
decision variables x^ equal to 1, and the remaining [n/2] + 1 = (n+1)/2 decision 
variables ;c, equal to 0. The optimal objective value z* satisfies z* = [n/2]. 
However, solving this model by means of the branch and bound , takes an 
exorbitant amount of computer, actually the number of sub problems to be 
solved turns out to be exponential in n. as an illustration, consider the case n = 
3. The branch and bound tree for this case 
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Z=3/2 
X = l , X2=l/2, X3 = 0 
Z=3/2 
X,=1,X2=0, X 3 = l / 2 
Z=l 
X,= 1 , X 2 = 0 , X 3 = 0 
Z=l 
X,= 0, X 2 = 0 , X 3 = 1 
Z=3/2 
X,= 1/2, X2=0, X 3 = l 
Infeasible 
Z=3/2 
X,= 0, X 2 = l , X 3 = l / 2 
Z=3/2 
X,= l /2 , X 2 = 1 , X 3 = 0 
Z=l 
X,= 0 , X 2 = 1 , X 3 = 0 
Infeasible 
Infeasible 
Branch-and-bound Tree for n = 3. 
is depicted in figure. Note that both back and jump tracking give rise to the 
same tree. If a finite solution of an LP relaxation is not integer, then exactly 
one variable has the no integer value V2. In the next iteration, branching is 
applied on this non integer variable, sayx^, giving rise to 
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an"x, =0" branch and an "x, = {"branch. The method does not terminate before 
all integer solutions are determinate, leading to 11 sub problems. 
We will now show that, for arbitrary n (odd,>3), the number of sub problems 
to be solved is at least(A/2)". in order to prove this assertion, we show that an 
integer solution is found on a node of the branch and bound tree for which the 
corresponding sub problem has at least (n + 1)/2 decision variables with the 
value zero obtained from previous branching. This means that the path in the 
tree from the initial node to this node has at least (n + 1)/2 zero variable 
branches. Assume, to the contrary, that an integer solution was found for 
which less than (n + 1)/2 variables x, are zero on the previous branches in the 
tree. Then there are at least (n + 1)/2 variables with the value either 1 or Vz. 
Hence, the optimal solution of the sub problem under consideration contains 
precisely (n - 1)/2 variables with the value 1 and one equal to Vi, and is 
therefore not integer as was assumed. Hence, the sub problems with an integer 
solution occur after at least (n + 1)/2 previous branches corresponds to a zero 
variable. On the other hand, infeasible sub problems occur after at least (n + 
1)/2 of its previous branches corresponds to variables with the value I.Sub 
problems that are either infeasible or have an integer optimal solution are 
fathomed. Hence the branch and bound tree is complete for the first (n + 
1)/2 levels, i.e. contains 2*"'^ "'^ sub problems. So the total number of sub 
problems in the branch and bound tree of our example is at least 2'"^"", and 
this is at least (V2)" which is an exponential function of n. 
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We have now shown that there exist problems for which the branch and bound 
algorithm demands an exponential number of sub problems to solve. Recall 
that the size of the branch and bound tree depends on the used branching rule 
(compare in this respect the role of pivot rules in Dantzig's simplex method). 
The conclusion Is that, although practically useful, the branch and bound 
method is theoretically not efficient for solving ILP models. The reason that the 
method is practically useful is not in the last place because the method can be 
used for determining satisfactory solution by breaking off the branching 
process. 
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CHAPTER - 5 
ALLOCATING REPAIRABLE SYSTEM'S RELIABILITY SUBJECT TO 
MINIAAAL TOTAL COST - AN INTEGER PROGRAAAMING APPROACH 
5.1 Introduction 
Here we have addresses the allocation problem in repairable systems, 
where system cost is to be minimized subject to a predetermined specified 
reliability requirement in addition to other constraints pertinent to physical 
limitations such as weight, volume and the alike. 
Previous work dealing with this type of problem had assumed that the 
relationship between cost and reliability can be expressed in a continuous 
closed form function, (Tillman and Liitschwager (1967), Agarwal et al. 
(1975),Tillman et al. (1977), Nakagawa and Nakashima (1977), Jacobson and 
Arora (1996)). Unfortunately, the above assumption does not always hold, as 
stated by Tillman, Hwang and Kuo (1980). This is also supported by 
Majety,Dawande and rajgopal (1999); they confirm that cost reliability 
relationship can not always be described by a closed form (or functional form). 
In fact, it is easier for the manufacturers to specify reliability levels and quote 
their corresponding price rather than using a mathematical expression for the 
cost as a function of reliability. The approach of Majety et al. (1999) uses 
discrete cost reliability data as opposed to a closed form function. 
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Finding the right levels for the MTTF and the MTTR of every component that 
minimizes the total cost can be a difficult task. A complicating factor arises 
when the values are not continuous nor are they regular integers; what makes 
them different from regular integer variables is that their values are not 
equally spaced from each other. Furthermore, each level for the variable 
(MTTF in this case) is associated with its own cost; thus, the cost is also an 
integer valued variable. The same can be said about the mean time to repair 
(MTTR); their levels are also integer valued variables. 
Majety et al. (1999) suggested an extension to their work, they stated 
that, "...an optimal design from the prospective of reliability may not be 
physically feasible ... a better approach would be to incorporate the physical 
design constraints into the reliability design formulations". One of the major 
advantages of this research is that physical design constraints are incorporated 
into the reliability design formulations. 
Most frequently, the closed form expression relating the cost to 
reliability is a nonlinear one. However, in this research the objective function 
will always be a linear expression regardless of the shape of the continuous 
closed form. An example is presented to illustrate how the problem can be 
formulated using the proposed integer programming; the same example is 
formulated as a continuous closed form mathematical problem. The solutions 
to both formulations are then compared with each others. Also included, is the 
formulation for the reliability requirement considering all possible system 
configurations. 
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5.2. Problem formulation 
The problem at hand addresses the issue of minimizing the total system 
cost subject to reliability requirement and some other constraints. The 
formulation is presented in two forms, a continuous case and a discrete one. 
The variables used in the formulation are defined below: 
J = the number of sub systems. 
th 
Ij = the number of components in the J subsystem. 
Ny = number of levels of MTTF for the i^ component in the J sub system. 
My = number of levels of MTTR for the i^ component in the J sub system. 
Pjj = the largest value of MTTF for the /component in the J sub system. 
Qij = the smallest value of MTTR for the i^ component in the J sub system. 
tip= the n^ level of MTTF for the /component in the J sub system. 
rijf„= the m^ level of MTTR for the /component in the J sub system. 
tij= the closed form continuous MTTF for the /component in the J sub 
system. 
ry= the closed form continuous MTTR for the /component in the J sub 
system. /- ^ ^ • . 
7 
^ ' » ^ i J r i v " - - ^ ^ 
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y -
My„= the discrete numerical value of the rf level of MTTF for the 
/component in the J^ sub system. 
th 
Vy^ = the discrete numerical value of the w level of MTTR for the 
/component in the J^ sub system. 
th jCy„ = a (0, 1) variable associated with the n level of MTTF for the 
/component in the J^ sub system. 
^im = a (0. 1) variable associated with the m level of MTTR for the 
/component in the J sub system. 
Cy„ = the cost of the « level of MTTF for the /component in the J sub 
system. 
d•^iy^ = the cost of the m level of MTTR for the /component in the J sub 
system. 
R = the required over-all system reliability, which is a predetermined specified 
reliability requirement set by the designer. 
hjnm = ^^ weight of the /component in the J sub system having the 
n^^ level of MTTF and the m^^ level of MTTR. 
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5.2.1 Continuous case 
It is easier to show the formulation by considering the simplest case. Consider a 
single unit system (i = 1, j = 1); and assume that the cost reliability relationship 
is a continuous one. It is required to find the appropriate values for /^(MTTF) 
and ri i (MTTR) that minimize the total cost. This system can be modeled as a 
linear programming problem, as follows: 
Min z = cii'ii +d\\f\\ 
Subject to: 
1. System reliability requirement 
Assuming a long operating time and that the up time (system 
availability) is large enough compared to the down time, then, the probability 
of the system being up (system reliability) in closed-form by: 
System's MTTF/system's MTTF + system's MTTR> R (5.2a) 
Where R is the system reliability requirement, or, 
^ l l / / H + n i - ^ ^^-^^^ 
After some algebraic manipulations, 
/ l l-(i?/l-i?)rn>0 (5.2c) 
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2. Upper and lower limits requirement 
Systems can not survive forever (MTTF has an upper limit); and similarly, 
there is a lower limit for any realistic repair time, thus: 
The non negativity constraints are: 
/ l l > 0 , r , i >0 . (5.2.4) 
The above system is plotted and relationship between constraints. 
Qii (Lowest Possible MTTR) 
til 
(MTTF) 




The cost reliability relationship is not linear (i.e. the cost terms q i and J] j are 
not linearly proportional tot\\ and r^^], respectively). Thus, one has to resort 
to nonlinear programming to solve it. 
5.2.2 Discrete Case 
Since the variables ty and ry are integers, they can be expressed as 
combinations of groups of (0, 1) variables, x,y„ andj ,y^, respectively. Then, 
the objective function is: 
J ^j(^U 
Minz = X S 
My 


















Having equations (5.2.7) and (5.2.9) expressed as equalities imply that 
component (i, j) must be included in the system. If however, the inclusion the 
(I, j)^ component is not necessary, then these equalities should be changed to 
less than or equal to constraints. 
In the presence of weight restrictions, volume limitation or any other physical 
constraints, they would simply take the form: 
I Z HhijnXijn^H. (5.2.10) 
7=1 /•=] «=] 
It should be noted that equation (10) is always used in combination with 
equation (5.2.7). Because each component must have both a MTTF and a MTTR 
thus the following constraint will always hold: 
Ny Mij 
lL^ijn= Hyijn^ ^{iJ)- (5.2.11) 
The constraint related to the required reliability is dependent on the system 
configuration. For systems involving more than one component, four cases 
(configurations) are considered; namely, components connected in simple 
series, simple parallel, series parallel and parallel series. 
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Case 1 (simple series) 
If components are connected in series ( / ; >1,J=1), then by utilizing 






Case 2(s1mple parallel) 
If components are connected in parallel (/,• > 2, J =1), then: 




After algebraic manipulation, 
I; 
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Case 3(Series - parallel) 
If component within the subsystem are connected in parallel and the 
subsystems are connected in series (/,•> >l,J>2), then: 
J 
n \-Yl{i-{t.j/ty + nj)) 
i=\ 
>R. (5.2.15) 






If components within the subsystem are connected in series, and the 




Depending on the system's configuration, one of the equations above 
(equations (5.2.12), (5.2.14), (5.2.16) or (5.2.17)) is used in conjunction with 
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the optimization equations (5.2.5) through (5.2.11) and are solved for the 
minimum total cost (z*). 
Examples 
Two cases are presented here. The first case, data is fitted into a 
continuous closed form function, while the second case is using the exact 
integer values. 
Examples (1) 
In this example, a closed form continuous method is used. For the sake 
of clarity, a single unit system is considered (i=1, j = 1). The data presented in 
table 1 and table 2 reflects a real life case. The MTTF is in thousands hours, 
the cost is in dollars and the function C ( O is the closed form fitted 
function for the MTTF cost. The MTTR is in hours, the cost is in dollars and the 
function Cj^(t)K the closed form fitted function for the MTTR cost. The MTTF 
data was fitted by the linear function, with an acceptably high regression 
coefficient of 0.85: 
/^ =0.0004/+2.282. (5.2.18) 
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While the MTTR data is fitted by the logarithmic function/^ 
/^ = 23.23-3*ln(r). 
The total cost function can now be written as: 
(5.2.19) 
Min f=ft+fr 
= 25.512+0.0004t - 3*ln(r). (5.2.20) 
For a system reliability requirement of (R = 0.99), equation (5.2b) can be 
applied to get: 
t / ( t+ r ) > 0.99. (5.2.21) 
Applying the upper and lower constraints on MTTF and MTTR yields: 
t> 19000, t< 50000 
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r>30,r<1440 (5.2.22) 
Solving the above nonlinear programming system yields: 
f* = 17.34; t* = 19000, r* = 191.92 and R = 0.9900. 
The corresponding integer solution is either, z* = 18.0; t* = 19000, r* = 70 and R 
0.9963, v^hich is equivalently expressed as z* = 18.0; 
ti 1 1 =19000 (wherexi 1 1 = 1,all remainingXji^ =Oand r] i 2 =70 while 
yi 1 2 = 1 and allremaining yi.i.m = 0)-
For this solution, the reliability constraint (equation (5.2b)) is satisfied. 
Or, z* = 12.0; t* = 19000, r* = 1440 and R = 0.93, which is equivalently 
expressed as z* = 12.0 ; ?i 1 1 =19000 
But in this solution, the reliability constraints (equation (5.2b)) is violated R is 
not >0.99. 
Therefore, the I " '^closed form (linearization) solution (z* =18.0, 
^11=19000^"'^  r i i =70) is the appropriate one satisfying all constraint; while 
the 2" one resulted in an infeasible solution. 
Example (ii) 
The data in Example (1) will now be solved using the exact integer 
valued variable technique. Since it is a single unit system, dropping the 
components subscripts will simplify mathematical expression; and the problem 
becomes: 
87 
Min z= Xc„x„+ X^/wJm 
«=1 m-\ 
Min 
z = 10xi +12.254x2 +IIX3 +12.1 IX4+13x5 +10.4x6+13.125x7 +15x8+13.5x9 
+ 19.8xjo+21x11 +14.74x12 +22.44xi3 +15^1 +872+2;^3. 
Subject to: 
t = 19000x1 + 23000x2 + 24000x3 + 25000x4 + 25000x5 + 27000x6 + 29000x7 
+ 33000x8 + 35000x9 + 35000xio + 40000xi ] + 42000xi2 + 50000xi3 
Xi + X2 + X3 + X4 + X5 + X6 + X7 + X8 + X9 + xio + X, J + X12 + Xi3 = 1 
r = 30>;i+7072+1440^3 
J^ l + >'2 + >'3 = 1 
t/ (t+ r) > 0.99. 
x„=(0,l) V « ( « = 1,2, A^ ) 
>;^=(0,1) V m ( « = l,2 M) 
t > 0 , r > 0 . 
Solving the above integer linear programming system yields: 
Z = 18, t =19000, r=70, R =0.9963 
88 
xi = I, and (Xfj=0 V«(«=1,2...13)) 
y2 = l,and(y„ = 0 Vw(w=l,2...3)). 
The greatest advantage of this methodology is that the integer valued 
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